Across
2. Senior citizen’s group (Abbr.)
6. Email add-on
8. 15-112 on TV, featuring Dave?
12. “Makes sense to me.”
13. Unit of land size
14. Post-diet Gary?
17. Where many CMU students go for the summer
18. Rep.’s opponent
20. Chips accompaniment
21. Spanish man
23. Danny’s son?
28. Be inclined to
29. Prefix used by Tank in NSH
30. It may or may not be Raj?
33. Email concatenator
34. Caloundra Airport, according to the ICAO

Down
1. Glance through, as a book
2. Biblical victim
3. Field invented by Herbert Simon and Allen Newell
4. On the subject of
5. Biblical hymn
6. Ethernet or USB, for example
7. Clean with a broom
9. Psych ending?
10. What introspection seeks to understand
11. Field named by Allen Newell around 1983
15. Use Vim or Emacs
16. Git storage unit
20. 2015 Psy viral video
21. Extremely black
22. Spanish wolf
24. Hacker language, written “1337”
25. Finale
26. Website that created “Don’t Shoot the Puppy”
27. Greek vowel
31. Famous tech startup incubator (Abbr.)
32. Go too far with substances

The circled letters spell ARIEL’S FLATBREAD, referencing Ariel Procaccia, whose punned last name is FOCACCIA.